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Abstract: This paper first employs and develops an exact wave-based vibration analysis approach to
investigate a finite Timoshenko beam carrying periodic two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) uncoupled
force-moment type resonators. In the approach, vibrations are described as structural waves that
propagate along uniform structural elements and reflected and transmitted at structural discontinuities.
Each uncoupled force-moment type resonator is considered as a cell which injects waves into the
distributed beam through the transverse force and the bending moment at the attached point.
By assembling wave relations of the cells into the beam, the forced vibration problem of the locally
resonant (LR) structure is turned to be the solution to a related set of matrix equations. In addition,
the parametric analysis provides an efficient method to obtain wide low-frequency range band-gaps.
Accuracy of the proposed wave-based vibration analysis approach is demonstrated by the simulated
and measured results of two sets of beam-like resonator samples.

Keywords: locally resonant phononic crystal; uncoupled force-moment resonator; Timoshenko beam;
wave-based vibration analysis

1. Introduction

In the past decade, the propagation of elastic or acoustic waves in periodic structures, known
as phononic crystals (PCs) and phononic metamaterials (PMs), has received growing attention.
Such structures are attractive to be used in numerous engineering applications, such as vibration
isolators, frequency sensors, sound barriers, acoustic cloaks, vibration energy harvesters, etc. [1–4],
because of the existence of elastic band-gap properties within which no flexural wave can propagate
through. Particularly, wide and low-frequency band-gaps are mostly desired in noise and vibration
control engineering.

Nowadays, plenty of studies are focused on locally resonant (LR) PCs due to their advantage in
achieving low-frequency band-gaps with small lattice constants. It is worth mentioning that a beam
carrying one or several spring-mass systems, such as oscillators or vibration absorbers, known as an
LR beam, is frequently encountered in the fields of mechanical, civil and aeronautical engineering [5].

Many methods have been employed to study the band-gap properties of LR beams. Yu presented
an Euler-Bernoulli beam [6] and a Timoshenko beam [7] suspended with a periodic resonator base on a
transfer matrix (TM) method. The TM method is the most widely applied in analysis of the infinite LR
beams [6–10]. Xiao [11] studied an LR beam using an analytical method based on the spectral element
method. Hajhosseini [12] studied an infinite Euler–Bernoulli LR beam consisting of concentrated rigid
masses and tapered beam elements with a linearly variable width using a generalized differential
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quadrature method. Liang [13] proposed an improved differential quadrature method to obtain the
band-gap properties of a Euler-Bernoulli LR beam with spring-mass resonators. Lepidi [14] studied
a kind of nonlinear LR beam under the micro-scale using the method of multiple scales. However,
band-gap properties of finite structures are more important in practical engineering applications. So far,
a finite element method (FEM) is the only method which is widely used in analysis of the finite LR
beams [6,7,9,11,12,15]. Although FEM is suitable for plenty of structures, it is restricted to trained
personnel and is commercially expensive, in particular for preliminary design evaluation since the
model has to be rebuilt if the parameter is changed. Fast and low-cost analysis approach is more
desired for finite structures.

More recently, Mei [16] first proposed a finite Euler-Bernoulli beam carrying a single
two-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) spring-mass resonator using a wave-based vibration analysis approach.
It is a very useful vibration analysis approach that provides the exact solution for structural waves
that propagate along uniform structural elements and are reflected and transmitted at structural
discontinuities, such as joints, resonators, loading sites, and boundaries [17–21]. Furthermore,
Leamy [22] employed the exact wave-based analysis approach to investigate wave propagation in
periodic structures. The approach is used for determining natural frequencies, mode shapes, and forced
response in structures composed of slender members through an exact procedure. In the approach,
the relationships and undetermined coefficients of wave propagation between each uniform beam
section are obtained through analysis of the reflection and transmission of waves at discontinuities.
With the relations, in combing with MATLAB software R2018b (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA),
a general-purposed code can be written for assembling all the necessary discontinuity conditions
into a single set of matrix equations. With the general code, the model can be built and modified
automatically and easily.

This paper first employs and develops the wave-based vibration analysis approach to study
a finite Timoshenko LR beam suspended with periodic uncoupled force-moment type resonators.
The resonator is 2-DOF. As described in Ref. [23], it exerts an uncoupled transverse force and a bending
moment to the host beam, attenuating both the translational and rotational motions—it therefore has
broader band-gap than a 1-DOF one. The goal of this paper is to provide an efficient and exact method
to analyze the finite LR structures. The frequency response functions and band-gap properties are
acquired through forced vibration analysis. Moreover, the parametric study is performed to illustrate
the effect of mass and length of moment arm of the resonator on the width of the low-frequency
band-gap. Finally, the accuracy of the approach is validated through comparisons to simulation and
experimental results.

2. Wave-Based Vibration Analysis Approach

2.1. Overview

For Timoshenko beams, the solutions from the equations of motion governing bending, rotational,
and longitudinal wave propagation are given by [24],

GAκ
(
∂ψ(x, t)
∂x

−
∂2w(x, t)
∂x2

)
+ ρA

∂2w(x, t)
∂t2 = q(x, t) (1)

EI
∂2ψ(x, t)
∂x2 + GAκ

(
∂w(x, t)
∂x

−ψ(x, t)
)
− ρI

∂2ψ(x, t)
∂t2 = 0 (2)

ρA
∂2u(x, t)
∂t2 − EA

∂2u(x, t)
∂x2 = p(x, t) (3)

where x denotes position along the neutral axis of beam, t represents time, w(x, t) and u(x, t) are
the transverse and axial deflections, respectively. ψ(x, t) denotes the total cross-sectional rotational

angle, ∂w(x,t)
∂x is the slope of the centerline, and ∂w(x,t)

∂x −ψ(x, t) is the shear angle. Loads q(x, t) and
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p(x, t) denote the external transverse and longitudinal forces applied per unit length, respectively.
The material properties are mass density ρ, Young’s modulus E, and shear modulus G. The geometrical
properties are cross-sectional area A, area moment of inertia I, and shear coefficient κ. The expressions
of shear force V(x, t), bending moment M(x, t), and longitudinal force F(x, t), respectively, are,

V(x, t) = GAκ
(
∂w(x, t)
∂x

−ψ(x, t)
)

(4)

M(x, t) = EI
∂ψ(x, t)
∂x

(5)

F(x, t) = EA
∂u(x, t)
∂x

(6)

In the absence of loading and with the time dependence eiωt suppressed, the solutions to the free
wave propagation Equations (1)–(3) can be expressed as,

w(x, t) = a+1 e−ik1x + a+2 ek2x + a−1 eik1x + a−2 ek2x (7)

ψ(x, t) = −iPa+1 e−ik1x
−Na+2 e−k2x + iPa−1 eik1x + Na−2 ek2x (8)

u(x, t) = c+e−ik3x + c−eik3x (9)

in which, a1, a2 and c denote the amplitude of the propagating flexural wave, the near-field flexural
wave, and the propagating longitudinal wave, respectively. The superscripts + or − denote the forward-
or backward-propagating waves. k1, k2, k3 denote the three wavenumbers. iP and N in the equations
relate the rotational solution to the transverse displacement solution and are given by,

P = k1

1−
ω2

k2
1C2

s

, N = k2

1 +
ω2

k2
2C2

s

 (10)

The wavenumber-frequency dispersion relationships are,

k1 =

√√√√
1
2

( 1
Cs

)2
+

(
Cr

Cb

)2ω2 +

√√(
ω
Cb

)2

+
1
4

( 1
Cs

)2
−

(
Cr

Cb

)22

ω4 (11)

k2 =

√√√√
−

1
2

( 1
Cs

)2
+

(
Cr

Cb

)2ω2 +

√√(
ω
Cb

)2

+
1
4

( 1
Cs

)2
−

(
Cr

Cb

)22

ω4 (12)

k3 =

√
E
ρ
ω2 (13)

where the wave speeds for bending, shear and rotation are given as,

Cs =

√
GAκ
ρA

, Cb =

√
EI
ρA

, Cr =

√
I
A

(14)

For the vibration analysis of the periodic uncoupled force-moment resonators attached on the
beam in this paper, there are only bending vibrations involved.

2.2. Propagation Matrix

Between discontinuities, the solutions Equations (7)–(9) exactly represents the state of wave
propagation at a single frequency in a uniform beam. As shown in Figure 1, considering two points A
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and B of a beam falling between discontinuities and separated by distance x. As there are only bending
vibrations involved, the propagation matrix can be defined relating coefficients at A to B as,

b+ = f(x)a+, a− = f(x)b− (15)

where,

a+ =

[
a1

+

a2
+

]
, a− =

[
a1
−

a2
−

]
, b+ =

[
b1

+

b2
+

]
, b− =

[
b1
−

b2
−

]
(16)
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Figure 1. Wave propagation at two points separated by a distance x along a uniform beam.

a+ and a−denote the wave coefficients for forward and backward propagating waves at point A.
b+ and b−are wave coefficients at point B.

f(x) =
[

e−ik1x 0
0 e−k2x

]
(17)

2.3. Reflection at a Free Support

For free boundary conditions, the transverse force and bending moment must all vanish.
A reflection matrix can be derived with these conditions, which relates the incident waves a+

to the reflected waves a−,
a− = rfa+ (18)

where

r f =


−Pk1(−N + k2) + ik2N(k1 − P)
Pk1(−N + k2) + ik2N(k1 − P)

2Nk2(−N + k2)

Pk1(−N + k2) + ik2N(k1 − P)
2iPk1(−P + k1)

Pk1(−N + k2) + ik2N(k1 − P)
Pk1(−N + k2) − ik2N(k1 − P)
Pk1(−N + k2) + ik2N(k1 − P)

 (19)

2.4. Analysis of a Beam Carrying an Uncoupled Force-Moment Type Resonator

Figure 2 shows a beam suspended with periodic uncoupled force-moment type resonators. In the
figure, mA and mB present the masses of the resonators, kA and kB are the stiffnesses of two linear elastic
springs, a and b denote the lengths of the moment arm of the resonators, and L is the lattice constant
(spacing between two adjacent resonators) of the periodic structure.
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Figure 3 depicts the free body diagram of a single resonator on the beam. Two springs are
connected to the beam at points A and B, respectively. The transverse deflections of the mass blocks mA
and mB are denoted as wAm and wBm. The transverse deflection, axial deflection and angular rotation
of the host beam are w, u, and ψ. As only the bending vibrations involved in the system, the axial
deflection u is not considered below. The uncoupled force-moment resonator is located on the host
beam at point O with a rigid block. Thus, the angular rotation of the arms AB is ψ as well.
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Assuming the directions of the deflections are as shown in Figure 3, the equation of motion of the
resonator can be written as follows,

− FA = mA
..
wAm (20)

− FB = mB
..
wBm (21)

where
FA = kA(wAm −w + aψ) (22)

FB = kB(wBm −w− bψ) (23)

Considering time harmonic motion of the system with frequencyω, and substituting Equations (22)
and (23) into Equations (20) and (21), the displacements of the mass blocks wAm and wBm can be
expressed in terms of the deflections of point O on the host beam w and ψ as,

wAm =
kA

kA −mAω2
(w− aψ) (24)

wBm =
kB

kB −mBω2
(bψ+ w) (25)

Substituting Equations (24) and (25) back into Equations (22) and (23), the forces FAand FB can be
expressed with w and ψ as,

FA =
kAmAω

2

kA −mAω2
(w− aψ) (26)

FB =
kBmBω2

kB −mBω2
(bψ+ w) (27)

At point O on the host beam, the transverse force F and bending moment M applied by the
resonator are,

F = FA + FB (28)

M = FBb− FAa (29)
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Substituting Equations (26) and (27) into Equations (28) and (29), one obtains the transverse force
F and bending moment M insert to the host beam from the uncoupled force-moment resonator as,

F = r11w + r12ψ (30)

M = r21w + r22ψ (31)

where

r11 =
kAmAω

2

kA −mAω2 +
kBmBω2

kB −mBω2 (32)

r12 = r21 =
kBmBω2

kB −mBω2 b−
kAmAω

2

kA −mAω2 a (33)

r22 =
kBmBω2

kB −mBω2 b2 +
kAmAω

2

kA −mAω2 a2 (34)

The relation between the transverse force and bending moment generated by the resonator and
the deflections of the beam is described in Equations (30) and (31).

2.5. Applied Forces and Moments

The transverse force and bending moments generated by the resonator inject waves to the host
beam. As shown in Figure 4, a point transverse force F, and a bending moment M, are assumed to be
harmonic with frequencyω, respectively, applied at x = 0, and the generated waves a and b. Continuity
and equilibrium conditions result in expressions relating wave coefficients to the right of loading to
those to the left,

b+ − a+ = f + m (35)

b− − a− = −f + m (36)

where the vectors of the excited wave amplitudes are related to the applied loading by,

q =

[
iN
P

]
F

GAκ(k2P− k1N)
(37)

m =

[
−1
1

]
M

2EI(k1P + k2N)
(38)
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Combining Equations (7)–(9) and (30)–(38), the following equations describe the relations of
vibration waves at discontinuities caused by the uncoupled force-moment resonator attachment,[

A11 A12

A21 A22

][
a+

a−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
b+

b−

]
= 0 (39)
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The coefficient matrices of Equation (39) are as follows,

A11 =

[
iNβ1(r11 − iPr12) − β2(r21 − iPr22) + 1 iNβ1(r11 −Nr12) − β2(r21 −Nr22)

Pβ1(r11 − iPr12) + β2(r21 − iPr22) Pβ1(r11 −Nr12) + β2(r21 −Nr22) + 1

]
A12 =

[
iNβ1(r11 + iPr12) − β2(r21 + iPr22) iNβ1(r11 + Nr12) − β2(r21 + Nr22)

Pβ1(r11 + iPr12) + β2(r21 + iPr22) Pβ1(r11 + Nr12) + β2(r21 + Nr22)

]
A21 =

[
−iNβ1(r11 − iPr12) − β2(r21 − iPr22) −iNβ1(r11 −Nr12) − β2(r21 −Nr22)

−Pβ1(r11 − iPr12) + β2(r21 − iPr22) −Pβ1(r11 −Nr12) + β2(r21 −Nr22)

]
A22 =

[
−iNβ1(r11 + iPr12) − β2(r21 + iPr22) + 1 −iNβ1(r11 + Nr12) − β2(r21 + Nr22)

−Pβ1(r11 + iPr12) + β2(r21 + iPr22) −Pβ1(r11 + Nr12) + β2(r21 + Nr22) + 1

]
B11 = B22 =

[
−1 0
0 −1

]
B12 = B21 =

[
0 0
0 0

]
β1 =

1
2(GAκ)(k2P− k1N)

β2 =
1

2(EI)(k1P + k2N)

3. Forced Vibration Analysis of a LR Beam Using the Wave-Based Approach

Based on the approach above, a finite Timoshenko beam suspended with eight periodic uncoupled
force-moment type resonators was chosen for the assessing forced response and band-gap properties
of the LR system. Figure 5 depicts vibration waves in the continuous beam. The structure is composed
eight periodic uncoupled force-moment type resonators attached at point B, C, D, E, F, H, J, and K with
lattice constant L. Two free supports are at point A and N. The loading is applied at point G with a
distance L11 from point A (left end of the host beam), and L12 from point B (first resonator attached
point). The distance from the last resonator to the right end of the host beam is L2. The transmission
and reflection relations of the waves in the beam elements are as follows.
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At eight resonator attached points B, C, D, E, F, H, J, and K[
A11 A12

A21 A22

][
b1

+

b1
−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
b2

+

b2
−

]
= 0 (40)

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

][
c1

+

c1
−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
c2

+

c2
−

]
= 0 (41)

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

][
d1

+

d1
−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
d2

+

d2
−

]
= 0 (42)
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[
A11 A12

A21 A22

][
e1

+

e1
−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
e2

+

e2
−

]
= 0 (43)

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

][
f1
+

f1
−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
f2
+

f2
−

]
= 0 (44)

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

][
h1

+

h1
−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
h2

+

h2
−

]
= 0 (45)

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

][
j1
+

j1
−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
j2
+

j2
−

]
= 0 (46)

[
A11 A12

A21 A22

][
k1

+

k1
−

]
+

[
B11 B12

B21 B22

][
k2

+

k2
−

]
= 0 (47)

At free end boundaries A and N
a+ = rfa− (48)

n− = rfn+ (49)

The forced vibration analysis of the LR beam has ten pairs of propagation relations along the
beam elements AG, GB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FH, HJ, JK and KN.

Along BC
c1

+ = f(L)b2
+, b2

− = f(L)c−1 (50)

Along CD
d1

+ = f(L)c2
+, c2

− = f(L)d1
− (51)

Along DE
e1

+ = f(L)d2
+, d2

− = f(L)e1
− (52)

Along EF
f1
+ = f(L)e2

+, e2
− = f(L)f1

− (53)

Along FH
h1

+ = f(L)f2
+, f2

− = f(L)h1
− (54)

Along HJ
j1
+ = f(L)h2

+, h2
− = f(L)j1

− (55)

Along JK
k1

+ = f(L)j2
+, j2

− = f(L)k−1 (56)

Along KN
n+ = f(L2)k2

+, k2
− = f(L2)n− (57)

Assuming the generated waves caused by the external transverse force and bending moment are
g11 and g12. This yields propagation relationships along beam AB as,

Along AG
g11

+ = f(L11)a+, a− = f(L11)g11
−, (58)

Along GB
b1

+ = f(L12)g12
+, g12

− = f(L12)b1
− (59)

The relation between the excited wave amplitudes and applied loading is,

g12
+
− g11

+ = q + m (60)

g12
−
− g11

− = −q + m (61)
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Equations (40)–(61) can be written in matrix algebraic form as,

Afzf = F (62)

where Af is an 80 × 80 coefficient matrix, zf is an 80 × 1 component vector, and F is an 80 × 1 vector
holding the external transverse forces and bending moment.

For the frequency response analyses presented later, two types of loading are applied to the host
beam, transverse force and bending moment. Assuming the output point is on the beam KN with a
distance x from the point K, the deflection can be obtained from,

y = [1 1]f(x)k2
+ + [1 1]f(−x)k2

− (63)

Under two types of applied loadings, the deflection can be combined into one expression,

yt =
√

y f
2 + ym2 (64)

where y f is the deflection of the output point under transverse force loading, and ym is the deflection
of the output point under bending moment loading.

Similarly, the deflection of the loading point G is given by,

x = [1 1]g11
+ + [1 1]g11

− (65)

Under two types of applied loadings, the deflection of the loading point is,

xt =
√

x f
2 + xm2 (66)

where x f is the deflection of the loading point under transverse force loading, and xm is the deflection
of the loading point under bending moment loading.

Then, the frequency response of the LR beam can be obtained from,

f = 20lg
( yt

xt

)
(67)

4. Numerical and Experimental Results and Discussion

With the analysis approach illustrated above, several numerical examples were chosen to present
the forced vibration response of a finite Timoshenko LR beam carrying eight periodic uncoupled
force-moment type resonators. The material of the example host beam is aluminum. The physical
properties are as follows: Young’s modulus E = 70 GN/m2, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33, shear modulus
G = E/2(1 + ν) related to E and the Poisson’s ratio v, mass density ρ = 2700 kg/m3, cross-sectional
geometry of the host beam given by 3 × 10−3

× 1 × 10−2 m2, and the shear coefficient is found
using κ = 10(1 + ν)/(12 + 11ν). The lattice constant L = 0.1 m, the loading site L11 = 0.01 m,
L12 = 0.09 m, the measured output point is chosen on the host beam with the distance Lm = 0.01 m
from the right end, and the distance from the last resonator to the right end of the host beam
L2 = L = 0.1 m. Note that same two mass-spring systems are attached with the same moment arm for
each uncoupled force-moment type resonator. Thus, in this paper, mA = mB, kA = kB, and a = b.

As is widely known, the band-gaps are determined by the natural frequency of the resonators
and lattice constant. For the uncoupled force-moment type resonator, the mass and the length of
moment arm of the resonator influences the band-gaps as well. Figure 6 plots the upper and lower
boundaries of the band-gap as a function of the mass (Figure 6a) and the length of moment arm
(Figure 6b) of a resonator with the same natural frequency 227 Hz. In Figure 6a, the stiffness of the
spring kA = kB = mA × (227× 2π)2. In Figure 6b, the mass of the resonator is mA = mB = 4.027 g,
and the stiffness kA = kB = mA × (227× 2π)2 = 8.1921× 103 N/m. As expected, the center frequencies
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of the band-gaps are 227Hz, which matches the natural frequency of the resonator. From Figure 6a,
it can be observed that the bandwidth of the band-gap increases with the increase in the mass of
the resonator mA and mB. The bandwidth is about 10.28 times greater with mA = mB = 10 g than
mA = mB = 1 g. When the moment arm of the uncoupled force-moment resonator increases, the width
of band-gaps increases as well (see Figure 6b). The bandwidth is about 2.04 times wider when the
moment arm a = b = 0.05 m than a = b = 0.01 m. It is obvious that it is more efficient to broaden the
band-gaps of the LR beam through increasing the mass of the uncoupled force-moment type resonator
than the moment arm. In general, for this LR beam with uncoupled force-moment type resonators,
one can obtain the wider band-gaps of the LR beam through increasing the mass and the moment arm
of the resonator.
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moment arm of a resonator with the same natural frequency of the resonator 227 Hz.

A finite Timoshenko LR beam suspended periodically with eight beam-like uncoupled
force-moment resonators was modeled and fabricated with the same physical properties as above.
A numerical simulation and a vibration experiment were performed to verify the results calculated
with the wave-based vibration analysis approach. The material of the beam-like resonator we designed
is aluminum, and the model is shown in Figure 7. Similarly to the theoretical analysis, two sets of
resonators were chosen with the natural frequency around 227 Hz. The stiffness of the beam-like
resonator can be expressed as,

k =
3EI
a3 (68)
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where E is Young’s modulus, I is area moment of inertia, and a is the length of moment arm of the
uncoupled force-moment type resonator. The physical parameters of the resonators are summarized
in Table 1. In which, w and h are the width and height of the resonator, respectively. m presents the
mass of the resonator. fn denotes the natural frequency of the resonator. The beam-like resonators are
used because they are much easier to realize in practical engineering, and have the potential for other
applications, such as vibration energy harvesting, which is an interesting topic in our future studies.

Table 1. Physical parameters of beam-like resonator samples.

Parameters a (mm) w (mm) h (mm) m (g) fn(Hz)

Resonator 1 25 10 0.7 2.0135 225
Resonator 2 40 10 1.44 4.027 228Crystals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 16 
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Leuven, Belgium) and then fed to the vibration shaker through a power amplifier. Excitation was 
loaded at the same point with the same direction on the host beam as the one in the simulation (as 
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the designed beam-like uncoupled force-moment type resonator.

Simulation analysis of the LR beam was carried out based on a FEM (ANSYS Workbench software
2020R2—ANSYS Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA). In the simulation, the beam was vibrated freely without
any boundary limitation at both ends. Harmonic force excitation with a bandwidth that ranges from 0
to 454 Hz was loaded in the y direction on the host beam with a distance L11 = 0.01 m from the left
end. The output acceleration was measured at the point with the distance Lm = 0.01 m from the right
end on the host beam. One of the structural models in the simulation is described in Figure 8, in which
the red arrow indicates harmonic excitation.
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Figure 8. Structural model in the finite element method (FEM) simulation.

The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 9. In the experimental configuration, the host
beam was suspended from the ceiling by two elastic straps, which provided a free-free end boundary
condition to the beam. The white-noise signal with the amplitude of acceleration 1 cm/s2 ranged
from 0 Hz to 450 Hz was generated by the function generator (LMS Test. Lab software 18a—LMS
Inc., Leuven, Belgium) and then fed to the vibration shaker through a power amplifier. Excitation
was loaded at the same point with the same direction on the host beam as the one in the simulation
(as shown in Figure 8). Two vibration accelerometers were attached at the load and measured points
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on the LR beam to measure the input and output accelerations, respectively. One period of a test
sample in the experiment is presented in Figure 10. The mass of the resonator was realized by an
aluminum block.Crystals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 16 
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Figure 11a,b show the numerical and measured frequency respond functions (FRFs) of the LR
beam with periodic resonator 1 and resonator 2, respectively. Consider the propagation attenuation of
the wave in the experiment, the flexural vibration band-gap in the measured transmission frequency
respond curve is defined as the frequency range below −10 dB, while the one is defined below 0 dB
line for the theoretical curves. Thus, the measured band-gap ranges are 206~245 Hz (resonator 1) and
187~285 Hz (resonator 2), respectively. The measured and simulated band-gaps show good agreement
with the theoretical results obtained through the wave-based vibration analysis approach. Moreover,
the influence of mass and length of the moment arm of the resonator on the width of the band-gaps
is verified by the measured results. Comparing the curves of Figure 11a,b (solid lines), the width of
band-gap is broadened about 151% when a 100% increase in the mass and 60% increase in the length of
moment arm of the resonator occurs. The result demonstrates the method to obtain wide band-gaps
easily in the low-frequency range for the LR beam suspended with an uncoupled force-moment type
resonator in practical applications.
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Note that there are some extra resonance peaks in the measured results (see solid lines in Figure 11a,
near 60, 260, 280, and 356 Hz, and in Figure 11b, near 60, 96, 115, and 153 Hz). It is because the
uncoupled force-moment type resonator in our experiment is realized by a beam-like structure, which
provides more vibration mode shapes than a simple spring-mass resonator, such as transverse deflection
and rotation. It is also verified by the extra resonance peaks in the simulated curves obtained from FEM
(see the dot dash line in Figure 11a,b). Because the band-gaps of the LR beam are the most important
properties we were concerned about in practical applications, and all the extra resonance peaks are
either near or below the 0 dB line, the unconformities are negligible.

To better understand the behavior of the structure, four points on the FRF curves in Figure 11
were selected to analyze the steady-state vibration profiles of the LR beam as presented in Figure 12.
Two methods were used in Figure 12 as a comparison. The results show good agreement between
vibration profiles and frequencies. There are small differences in the frequencies obtained by the
two methods. This expected difference, as discussed above, is because the uncoupled force-moment
type resonator in the simulation is realized by a beam-like structure, which provides more complex
stiffness than a simple spring-mass resonator. Despite the expected difference, the results obtained
from wave-based approach and FEM exhibit good agreement. Figure 12a–c present the vibration
profiles at the resonance peaks A, B, and C. No obvious vibration attenuation along the structure can
be observed on the vibration profiles. Figure 12d shows the vibration profiles inside the band-gap
(around 120 Hz), the vibration amplitude at the right end of the LR beam is very small in comparison
with that of the left end (excitation point). The vibration is highly localized close to the left end of the
structure and is sharply attenuated along the structure, which presents as a band-gap.
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5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, a finite Timoshenko LR beam carrying periodic 2-DOF uncoupled force-moment
resonators is studied based on a wave-based vibration analysis approach. In formulating the system
consisting of a host beam and uncoupled force-moment resonators, each resonator is considered
as a source of an external transverse force and a bending moment to the beam. At each point that
the resonator was attached, the reflected and transmitted coefficients can be easily assembled as a
unit set of equations, which provides an accuracy and efficiency method in design and analysis of a
finite Timoshenko LR beam. In addition, the parametric study is investigated to provide a promising
method to broaden the low-frequency band-gap, such as adding the mass and length of moment arm
of the resonator. Two sets of beam-like resonator samples are fabricated and measured to validate the
accuracy of the proposed wave-based analysis method in analyzing frequency response functions of
the LR beam. Vibration profiles acquired from wave-based analysis approach and FEM both show the
resonance peak and band-gap vibration behavior of the LR beam. Theoretical calculation with the
wave-based approach, numerical simulation using FEM, and the experiment all indicate the existence
of a low frequency vibration band-gap in the LR beam. Results of this study prove that the wave-base
vibration analysis approach is a powerful analytical tool in solving complex vibration problem in
periodic LR structures. Future work can apply the proposed method to study the band-gap properties
of 2-dimension and 3-dimension LR structures.
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